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The Homeopathy Bible
This unique book examines the basic principles
underpinning the fascinating art of crystal healing.
Presented in a simple, easy-to-read style, it is a
classic, key piece of writing for anyone seeking to
unlock the powerful healing properties of more than
120 crystals. The result of twelve years' research and
personal study, author Michael Gienger presents here
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an exhaustative examination of the therapeutic and
healing properties of crystals for all our spiritual,
mental and physical needs. Containing a wealth of
stunning colour photography and detailed
descriptions of crystals and their application, this
ground-breaking work provides the first ever
comprehensive survey of the art of crystal healing.

The Encyclopedia of Crystals
Lyra and Will find themselves at the center of a battle
between the forces of the Authority and those
gathered by Lyra's father, Lord Asriel.

The Crystal Bible
A practical guide to crystals from bestselling
international author Judy Hall. From crystal expert
Judy Hall comes a fascinating book that gives you a
personalized, practical and direct experience of the
thought-provoking wisdom that crystal exploration
has conveyed to thousands throughout the world.
Going far beyond a reference guide, The Crystal
Experience is more like a personal tutor, leading you
through the key ideas and concepts of using crystals
via inspirational and holistic hands-on exercises and
rituals. Features interactive exercises that help you to
tailor the book to your needs, journaling sections for
you to write down your own experiences and a stepby-step learning programm that guides you to
revision work and more advanced exercises. Perfect
for novice and practised crystal users alike, this
holistic, integrated and practical guide is your own
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personal crystal workshop in a book.

Crystal Awareness
Crystal skulls are human-skull hardstone carvings
often made of clear or milky white quartz known as
"rock crystal." They are allegedly pre-Columbian
Mesoamerican artifacts and can be found in the
permanent collections of a number of world-class
museums, including the Smithsonian and the British
Museum. In occult and metaphysical circles, the skulls
have magical and healing qualities: Anna MitchellHedges (owner of a particularly famous skull) claimed
that the skull could cause visions and cure cancer and
that its magical properties could be used to kill.
Drunvalo Melchizedek claims in Serpent of Light that
he stumbled upon descendants of the ancient Mayans
who possess crystal skulls for use in religious
ceremonies in Yucatan temples. Jamie Sams writes of
the skulls' association with Native American
mythology. In this book, best-selling occultist and
crystal expert Judy Hall provides a basic primer on
crystal skulls: What they are Where they are found
Their role in legend and lore around the world Their
uses for physical and psychic healing Also included
here in this stunning introductory text is an
examination of the prominent "skull keepers" of the
past 100 years and examination of how to use and
communicate with a crystal skull. This is a terrific
introductory text for those interested in occult and
ancient mysteries and/or the power of gems and
crystals.
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The Anarchist Cookbook
Architecture and Modern Literature
Alphabetically organized for easy access, this
comprehensive, authoritative resource furnishes a
host of gentle, all-natural home remedies for a broad
spectrum of common ailments, describing each
therapeutic option, its history, the principles behind
the remedy, dosages, precautions, and applications.
Original.

The Illustrated Guide to Crystals
Discover how crystals can enrich your life with The
Little Book of Crystals - from bestselling author and
crystal expert Judy Hall. This enchanting little guide
contains everything you need to enhance your life
using crystals. Focusing on 15 key crystals, each
recommended to complement a particular area of
your life, Judy Hall provides essential information on
how to choose, use, cleanse and programme your
chosen stone. Whether it's Rose Quartz to improve
your relationships, Goldstone to bring you wealth or
Selenite to strengthen your spiritual practice, this
crystal toolbox contains all you need to harness the
power of crystals

The Astrology Bible
THE NEW CRYSTAL BIBLE is the definitive reference
guide to using 500 crystals to heal your body, mind
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and spirit. It includes both common and rare and
newly discovered crystals, with each crystal
illustrated by a beautiful photograph and a handy
table telling you everything you need to know about
using that crystal to improve your life. The book also
includes an introduction to crystal lore, how to use
crystals in all aspects of your life, and how crystals
can be used to predict the future.

The Art of Psychic Protection
In this indispensable guide, Hall demonstrates how to
harness the power of mind and intention together
with crystals and flower essences to enhance energy
and one's environment. Nothing in the book takes
more than 20 minutes.

The Crystal Workshop
Crystal therapy has long been used as a gentle
system of holistic healing. By drawing on the unique
qualities of crystals such as quartz and amethyst, you
can balance the energy fields around your body,
home and office to bring well-being, and gain health
benefits. Crystals can help soothe emotional problems
such as anxiety, mood swings, or shyness, as well as
physical symptoms such as migraines and allergies. In
addition, crystals can act as natural energy boosters
and aid in detoxifying our systems.With crystal
remedies for more than 250 common ailments and a
directory of 250 crystals, as well as detailed
explanations of the most effective healing methods,
this book is the ultimate guide to healing with
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crystals. Illustrated with colour photographs, and
supplemented with practical exercises and case
studies, The Crystal Healer is the ultimate practical
reference from a highly respected healer and
teacher.Philip Permutt discovered crystals fifteen or
so years ago after a severe illness. He has been
practising as a crystal healer and teacher ever since.
He owns and runs iSiS Crystals, the largest and most
successful crystal shop in the UK, and its integral
healing centre. Philip is a dowser and uses this ability,
together with the magic of crystals, to change the
energies in people's homes, offices and shops. Philip
has lectured at the University of Hertfordshire on
crystals and crystal healing and has a degree in
Applied Biology from London University; his articles
have been published electronically and in journals.

The Dream Bible
Within every crystal is a message. Each stone has a
story that can teach and heal us if we reflect deeply
on its image. Written by the world's leading crystal
expert, Judy Hall, The Crystal Seer is a portable
crystal reference and oracle. Readers can peruse the
pages until their finger catches a page or simply
choose a stone that speaks to them. Each entry
includes a dazzling full-color crystal image and
explains its magical power and how it can be used in
meditation and ritual. Whether used intuitively or as a
reference guide, The Crystal Seer will show you how
to tap into the power of the stones.

Crystal Prescriptions
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The Ultimate Guide to Crystal Grids shows novices
and seasoned crystal practitioners alike how to
construct crystal grids to create, heal, and manifest
goals and intentions. Written by the world's leading
crystal expert, Judy Hall, The Ultimate Guide to
Crystal Grids outlines the specifics of constructing an
effective grid, how to harness the power of sacred
geometry, and which crystals are most effective for
particular grids and purposes. Perfect for the beginner
or advanced grid practitioners, this guide
bookfeatures over 50 grids, including beginner and
advanced grids based on specific geometric
templates so practitioners learn the foundation of grid
creation. You'll learn to use grids on specific topics
and purposes, including attracting prosperity, longdistance healing, and protecting the home. Filled with
hundreds of photos and illustrations, plus step-by-step
shots, this truly is the ultimate guide.

The Crystal Healing Bible
A practical and easyt-to-follow guide to using crystal
mindfulness in your everyday life by crystals expert
Judy Hall.

The Amber Spyglass
This comprehensive guide to traditional and modern
astrology is a treasure trove that brings together
everything you need to know about the subject,
including its meaning, correspondences and how to
practise it. If you are a beginner, this book will help
you to use astrology to choose the right path in life,
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understand yourself and others, find love or select a
career. If you already have astrological skills, it will
deepen and expand your knowledge of zodiac lore.

Crystals for Energy Protection
Welcome the definitive guide to crystal
healing—body, mind, and spirit! Internationally
renowned crystal expert Cassandra Eason covers 500
common, rare, and newly discovered gems, each
accompanied by a beautiful photograph and a table
that reveals how it can improve your life. In addition,
this must-have reference features an introduction to
crystal lore and instructions for using crystals to
predict the future.

Crystal Power, Crystal Healing
With more than 45 years of experience in crystal
healing, expert author Judy Hall is a leading authority
on the use of crystals for personal and spiritual
development. In this stunning book, she presents a
curated collection of powerful crystals and beautifully
communicates how these extraordinary entities can
be employed to enhance our lives. With chapters on
the body, heart, mind, spirit, children, karmic
clearing, ancestral healing, grounding and protection,
and home and environment, and with in-depth
descriptions of both the practical and esoteric
properties of each stone, Judy Hall's Crystal
Companion is essential reading for crystal lovers
everywhere. Featuring fresh, new photography and a
clean, modern design, this book truly captures the
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striking beauty of the featured stones. Inside you will
find that the colour-coded design ensures the ease of
identification and navigation, making the guide
suitable for entry-level and experienced crystal
workers alike.

Crystal Mindfulness
The definitive resource for working with powerful
crystals! Sparkling, luminous, and colorful, it is no
wonder crystals have always been regarded as a
source of power from ancient times to present day.
But with the enormous number of crystals now on the
market, it is difficult to choose exactly the right stone.
In 101 Power Crystals, internationally renowned
crystal expert Judy Hall brings together 101 crystals
that are powerful across a wide spectrum of uses and
suitable for all types of user. Not all crystals suit
everyone, and the selection has been specially
chosen to offer alternatives and new possibilities that
may not have been thought of before. This distinctive
collection includes high vibration crystals that
experienced crystal practitioners will want to explore
as well as those with earthier vibrations that are
suited to beginners or those developing their
sensitivities. It also features some rare and recently
discovered crystals and stones that have not been
included in any other volume, such as Aurora Quartz,
Que Sera, Trigonic Quartz, and Preseli Bluestone.
Each entry covers the history, mythology, and
symbolism of the crystal in addition to its healing
properties and environmental effects. There are
crystals and stones for love, health, protection,
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abundance, and many other powers.

Judy Hall's Good Vibrations
This handy little book is packed as tight as a pill-bottle
with crystal remedies for ailments.

The Classic Yoga Bible
Discover how to use the incredible power of crystals
to develop a deeper understanding of your abilities,
your relationships, and your future. Features 45 of the
most powerful crystals in existence, with information
about their mythology, history, spiritual and healing
properties, and divinatory interpretations. Includes
directions for performing age-old rituals and magic
spells using crystals, to help improve and heal your
life.

The Crystal Bible
Birthstones have been used for millennia for luck,
abundance, protection, and wisdom. Traditionally,
crystals and gemstones were linked to specific
astrological signs because their energies resonated.
The discovery of new crystals has opened the way for
a deeper connection between the earth and the sky.
Each sign now has many crystals associated with it.
This book describes the crystals linked to each sign
and explains how they can be used to enhance selfunderstanding and personal growth. Crystals can be
used to bring out a sign's potential, overcome
challenges, and harmonize discords. They can be
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used for profound soul growth or for guidance on
everyday decisions. Birthstones are gifts from the
earth that bring healing and wisdom. For each
astrological sign, there are past-life patterns to be
dissolved and wisdom to be regained. The use of
appropriate crystals facilitates this process. In
addition to explaining the links between crystals and
both sun and moon signs, The Crystal Zodiac explains
the crystals associated with the planets and gives
instructions for laying out and working with a crystal
zodiac mandala.

The Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients
A comprehensive and beautifully illustrated guide to
crystals. Find a known crystal instantly or identify an
unknown crystal in this easy-to-follow directory that
includes photographic identification, detailed
descriptions, and information on the individual
properties of each crystal--including the spiritual,
mental and psychological, emotional and physical
effects, plus its use in healing. It's an indispensable
reference for crystal lovers everywhere.

The Ultimate Guide to Crystal Grids
Featured in Kindred Spiritmagazine, this third
volumeof the best-selling Crystal Bible books presents
more than 250 new generation, high-vibration stones
for healing and transformation. Included are many
new and rare minerals whose esoteric properties are
not described elsewhere. This essential guide also
includes a section on crystal skulls, crystal beings,
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Madagascan stones, and how to work with the 'new'
chakras, such as the Soul Star and Manifestation
chakras, that are stimulated by the powerful crystals
featured. Your Crystal Bible Volume 3 includes Crystal
Reference Crystal Innovations Crystal Beings Crystal
Structure High Vibration Crystals Exploring Crystal
Potential Crystal Skulls Building in Stone The
Madagascar Stones Crystal Directory Awakening
Crystals Physical and Subtle Anatomy Chakras
Associations The 'New Chakras Healing Grids Making
a Gem Essence And Much More!

The Crystal Healer
This third volume of the bestselling Crystal Bible
presents more than 250 new generation, highvibration stones for healing and transformation.
Included are many rare minerals whose esoteric
properties are not described elsewhere. This essential
guide also includes a section on crystal skulls, crystal
beings, Madagascan stones, and how to work with the
"new" chakras, such as the Soul Star and
Manifestation chakras, that are stimulated by the
powerful crystals featured.

101 Power Crystals
Inside that bottle of essential oil lies the key to
beauty, health, and wellbeing-and this comprehensive
illustrated reference contains the information needed
to work aromatherapy's magic. It includes a directory
of essential oils plus recipes for creams and lotions;
remedies to overcome negative emotions; first aid
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therapies; and techniques to enhance meditation and
massages.

The Chakra Bible
A comprehensive introduction to chakras, featuring
the seven major energy centers of the body, their
function, and the ideal way to heal and balance them,
details each of the chakras, their associated color,
Indian deity, healing stone, and emotional and
physical actions and includes step-by-step yoga
exercises. Original.

The Little Book of Crystals
A comprehensive and beautifully illustrated guide to
crystals. Find a known crystal instantly or identify an
unknown crystal in this easy-to-follow directory that
includes photographic identification, detailed
descriptions, and information on the individual
properties of each crystal--including the spiritual,
mental and psychological, emotional and physical
effects, plus its use in healing. It's an indispensable
reference for crystal lovers everywhere.

The New Crystal Bible
Yoga brings not only a suppleness to the body but
also a sense of spiritual and physical well-being to
those who practice it. Featuring over 170 postures
from the main schools of yoga, The Yoga Bible is the
ultimate, comprehensive guide to practicing yoga and
finding a mental and physical balance in life. The book
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encourages yoga beginners and experts alike to find a
yoga sequence that suits their personal needs and
abilities.

The Crystal Bible
In this complete guide to the fundamentals of crystal
healing, author and healer Azalea Lee offers an
entirely new and comprehensive approach to working
with metaphysical stones. Instead of focusing on a
few individual crystals and their properties, she shows
the reader how to select, cleanse, charge, and work
with crystals of all kinds, and how to connect with
their powerful healing energies. And, just as
significantly, she shares a series of simple exercises
to help readers develop their own deep intuition when
it comes to working with the stones. Exquisite
photographs of over one hundred unique crystal
specimens will inspire the journey, with page after
page celebrating each crystal’s unique natural
beauty.

Crystal Healing
Exploring the related cultural forms of architecture
and literature in the modern era

Crystal Skulls
Do you suffer from nightmares? Are you a therapist or
a healer? Your physical immunity is not the only thing
that needs an occasional boost/ sometimes your
psychic immunities need extra protection from
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invading energies, too. The simple and
effectivepsychic protection tools explained in this
book include visualizations, flower remedies, gems
and talismans, as well as practical advice for avoiding
psychic compromises.

Judy Hall's Complete Crystal Workshop
Crystal expert Judy Hall presents simple and effective
ways to boost and protect your personal energy field
to help you feel healthier, calmer and revitalized. This
book has all the crystals and tools you need to clear,
heal and protect your energy field and environment,
whether you feel your relationships drain your energy,
you struggle to set boundaries or your body is under
attack from pollutants or technology overload.

Judy Hall's Crystal Companion
The Crystal Bible has become the world's favourite
crystal reference guide, having sold over a million
copies. The directory format enables you to find a
known crystal instantly or to identify an unknown
crystal. It covers the practical and esoteric properties
of each stone, including spiritual, mental,
psychological, emotional and physical effects, plus its
use in crystal healing. Encompassing traditional and
contemporary crystal lore, this book draws on Judy
Hall's 35 years of experience in this field. It is an
indispensable reference for crystal lovers everywhere.

The Crystal Bible
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The value and use of quartz crystals has lasted from
ancient times. The earth has given us a gift of great
importance in crystals. We are just now reawakening
and relearning the power and energy of these
remarkable stones. Now you can learn how to use
these beautiful, natural gems for balance, healing,
psychic enhancement, and just plain fun.

The Crystal Bible
Fairies of the water, air, and earth, the trees and
flowers, the house and hearth: all these mysterious,
elusive creatures materialize on the pages of this
distinctively beautiful guide to fairyland. Illustrated
throughout with captivating artwork in glorious color,
it examines fairy legend and lore through the ages
and leads us into fairy cities, landscapes, rings, and
paths. Find out what clothes they wear (fairies can be
fussy about their dress), what they like to eat and
drink, and what plants and animals they cherish.
Discover the secrets of fairy festivals, and the various
names they like to be called--including the Little Folk
and Good Neighbors. Altogether, it's a privileged
glimpse into a paradise that vibrates at a different
frequency than oursand that few can ever see.

Crystal Bible 3
The ultimate guide to crystals and how to use them!
In The Encyclopedia of Crystals, Judy Hall draws on
over 30 years' experience of working with crystals to
provide the definitive reference. Lavishly illustrated,
featuring newly discovered stones and providing new
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materials on geology and fluorescent properties, this
is an essential addition to the libraries of everyone
working with crystals. Organized by crystal color for
easy reference, this gorgeous guide relates the colors
of crystals to the chakras, tells readers how to cleanse
and activate them, and provides helpful, authoritative
advice on healing with crystals.

The Aromatherapy Bible
Bringing the art and magick of casting spells to the
masses, Lexa Rosean is the new face of Wicca. In The
Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients she provides
beginner and experienced practitioners of spellcasting
with a quick, easy, and accurate guide to the
magickal powers and properties of herbs, spices,
flowers, vegetables, fruits, metals, and colors -- more
than 500 ingredients in all. With this info at your
fingertips, you can craft spells for specific desires or
needs -- whether it's love, luck, fertility, or even next
month's rent! Written with passion for the craft and a
deep understanding of the needs of modern-day
Wiccans, The Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients is
an indispensable addition to every occult library and
an essential reference for all with the gift of magick.

The Fairy Bible
The Complete Crystal Bible
The Anarchist Cookbook will shock, it will disturb, it
will provoke. It places in historical perspective an era
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when "Turn on, Burn down, Blow up" are revolutionary
slogans of the day. Says the author" "This book is not
written for the members of fringe political groups,
such as the Weatherman, or The Minutemen. Those
radical groups don't need this book. They already
know everything that's in here. If the real people of
America, the silent majority, are going to survive,
they must educate themselves. That is the purpose of
this book." In what the author considers a survival
guide, there is explicit information on the uses and
effects of drugs, ranging from pot to heroin to
peanuts. There i detailed advice concerning
electronics, sabotage, and surveillance, with data on
everything from bugs to scramblers. There is a
comprehensive chapter on natural, non-lethal, and
lethal weapons, running the gamut from cattle prods
to sub-machine guns to bows and arrows.

The Crystal Zodiac
Judy Hall, author of the bestselling Crystal Bible,
offers us a fresh way of looking at 12 master healing
crystals in this key to opening your higher awareness.
Crystal Healing looks at seven crystals attuned to the
seven chakras (the body's energy centers) and five
"master healer" stones that can be used singly or in
combination to relieve stress, promote relaxation,
balance the emotions, and invigorate body, mind and
spirit. Clear color photographs, along with useful
charts, diagrams and grids combine with complete
instructions. Special features such as a chart on using
crystals for specific ailments make this portable
volume a terrific addition to your purse or bed table.
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The Crystal Seer
In this lavishly illustrated guide is all the information
needed to choose, cleanse, and program crystals.
Along with a colorful directory and explanations of the
different types, see how to use your special stone to
find a soul mate and improve relationships. Restore
the body with crystal medicine and chakra healing,
relieve stress, turn stones into talismans and amulets,
perform crystal divination, and more.
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